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A laser-direct-drive (LDD) inertial confinement fusion (ICF) target1 has spherical concentric layers consisting of a central region
of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) vapor surrounded by a cryogenic DT fuel layer and a thin plastic (CH or CD) ablator material. A
spherical implosion driven via the rocket effect from laser ablation of the outer target surface by temporally shaped, high-intensity,
overlapping laser beams results in the formation of central hot-spot plasma surrounded by a cold, dense DT shell. Thermonuclear
fusion (D + T " 4He + n) initially occurs in the central hot spot at stagnation, liberating 17.6 MeV per reaction. A long-term
goal of ICF is to capture the energy of the alpha particle in the hot spot (i.e., alpha heating) to trigger an ignition instability (i.e.,
launch a radially outward propagating thermonuclear wave through the surrounding high-density, compressed DT shell), where
the fusion energy output is greater than or equal to the laser energy incident on the target. Ignition is predicted to occur when
the hot-spot temperature exceeds 5 keV and that compressed areal density exceeds 0.3 g/cm2 (Refs. 2–4). Perturbations from the
target and laser are amplified by the Richtmyer–Meshkov instability (RMI)5–7 and the Rayleigh–Taylor instability (RTI),8–10
which could mix the target layers, degrading the implosion compression, enhancing radiative cooling of the hot spot, and reducing the fusion yield and the compressed areal density. Understanding the physical mechanisms and the seeds of hydrodynamic
mixing is of great importance to future LDD ICF targets.11–15
The amount of hot-spot mix mass in LDD ICF implosions of a plastic spherical shell surrounding a layer of cryogenic DT has
been diagnosed for the first time. Layered DT cryogenic implosion experiments were conducted on the 60-beam, 351-nm, 30-kJ
OMEGA laser16 to determine the dependence of hot-spot mix17–21 on the design adiabat. For the given target dimensions and composition, the adiabat is determined by the time history of the absorbed laser power and the levels of target preheat by either x rays
or energetic electrons. The adiabat is defined as the pressure in the compressed shell divided by the Fermi-degenerate pressure at
shell density `a = Pshell PFermij . Evolution of instability seeds due to laser imprint22 and shell and DT-ice nonuniformities, as well
as RTI growth factors during shell acceleration23 depend on the adiabat; therefore, changing the adiabat varies the hydrodynamic
stability of the implosion. Although the OMEGA laser is not energetic enough to ignite a target, it is used to study hydrodynamically scaled ignition target designs.11–14 The implosion adiabat was varied from 2.5 to 12.5 by adjusting the temporal shape of
the laser-drive pulse and the Atwood number at the CH/DT material interface 8AT = _tCH - tDTi _tCH - tDTiB was varied from
–0.14 to +0.04 by changing the amount of x-ray preheat of the ablator from the coronal plasma emission. Hot-spot mix can be seeded
by debris or imperfections on the target surface,17–21,24 engineering features [such as the stalk having a 17-nm outer diameter (OD)
or a fill tube with a 10-nm OD],24 and laser imprint.22 These seeds are amplified by the RMI during the shock transit of the shell
and are subsequently amplified by the RTI of the ablation front and possibly at the CH/DT material interface during the acceleration
phase. Additional mixing of the target layers could occur as the converging shell decelerates and forms a central hot spot.
The amount of hot-spot mix mass in LDD ICF implosions of a plastic spherical shell surrounding a layer of cryogenic DT
has been quantitatively measured for the first time. Perturbations from the laser and target are amplified by the RMI during the
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shock transit of the shell and by the RTI at the ablation surface and the CH/DT material interface during the acceleration phase
and the subsequent deceleration phase. The hydrodynamic mixing of material from the plastic ablator, having trace amounts of
Ge for diagnosis, into the hot spot at stagnation was observed and quantified using x-ray spectroscopy on the OMEGA laser and
was shown to depend on the implosion adiabat and the Atwood number at the CH/DT material interface, consistent with 2-D
radiation-hydrodynamic simulations. Hot-spot mix could degrade implosion compression, enhance radiative cooling of the hot
spot, and reduce fusion yield and the compressed areal density in future LDD ignition targets.
The inferred hot-spot mix mass versus calculated adiabat is presented in Fig. 1 with (a) showing the case where the RTI at the
ablation front and the DT/CH material interface contribute to the hot-spot mix mass, and (b) showing the case where the RTI at
the ablation surface is primarily responsible for the hot-spot mix mass. As can be seen in both of these figures, comparable values
of mix mass were inferred on each implosion for the two x-ray spectrometers (XRS) used in the experiment: XRS1 (red symbols)
and XRS2 (blue symbols). The reduction in the inferred mix mass with increasing adiabat shown in Fig. 1(b) is consistent with the
expectation of a decreased level of mixing as the adiabat is increased and the implosion becomes more stable. The weaker dependence of the inferred mix mass on the adiabat and the higher level of inferred mix mass for the highest-adiabat implosion observed
in Fig. 1(a) are attributed to additional mixing from instability growth at the unstable DT-ice/plastic ablator interface. The enhanced
level of x-ray preheat for the uniformly doped plastic ablator preheats the plastic ablator and causes the DT-ice/plastic ablator
interface to become unstable. The trends observed in the experiment are consistent with 2-D radiation-hydrodynamics simulations.
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Figure 1
The inferred mix mass for OMEGA DT cryogenic
implosions using (a) targets with the 8-nm-thick plastic
ablator uniformly doped with Ge, and (b) targets with
the inner 3 n m of the 8-n m-thick plastic ablator doped
with Ge versus the calculated adiabat. For comparison,
the initial CH mass in the shell is 21 ng and the calculated DT mass in the hot spot at stagnation is 1.5 ng.
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